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ILS Presentation Systems. Better for presenters and teachers, better for your audience !

ILS27D lectern platforms for integration of touchPC’s (DELL 7000 series, Lenovo ideacenter A740)
ILS25V lectern platform for VESA mountable touchPC systems

The new ILS27D and ILS27V are revolutionary presentation appliances that are perfect for board meetings, press 
conferences, seminars, lectures and formal speaking events. The broad application of these novel lecterns is the result 
of a VESA mount plane on which to mount multi-touch technology of all-in-one touchPC’s to present with ease from this 
height adjustable lectern.

When selecting the appropriate vehicle to do your 
presentations (either install yourself or purchase with 
the proper engine installed) you can use our sho-Q 
presentation suite software to eliminate distractions. 
This will improve your presentation and lets you deliver 
your speech with ease and confidence. Your audience 
is captivated and retains more of your message. sho-Q 
allows you to see your presentation notes, preview the next 
slide, live annotate your slides, documents, video or web 
pages. You can control multiple Powerpoint presentations 
with a single touch, jump to any slide in any presentation. 
And more!When you order a lectern with a high 
performance industrial PC, sho-Q will be automatically 
included.  

The ILS27D and ILS25V are stylish all-in-one presentation consoles with lectern stands made out of solid aluminium,.
The beautiful shape is unique in the industry. It comes on a  very stable stand that is electrically height adjustable, with 
a top rim that includes a shock-mount for XLR based microphone, a reading light and switch, a USB hub to insert your 
presentations and side connectivity for laptops, and VGA/HDMI/DP/audio/LAN/USB sockets. 

When you wish to integrate an all-in-one touchPC, please state the model and make to ILS with your order to assure 
the correct clamps and levelling plates are included. The VESA mount feature of the ILS25V will allow adjustment for 
size and thickness within certain limits. Again best to state the intended monitor model and make when ordering. 
Monitor sizes from 22” – 32” have been fitted successfully from various brands.

 

Specifications: 

65cm wide top independent of inserted touch technology
Pillar height adjustment range 35 cm
Attachable side tables one each side of 30x45 cm in portrait or landscape
Connectivity: VGA/HDMI/DP/audio/LAN/USB sockets
Optional: Gooseneck w condenser mic cartridge
Optional audio package with 280W DSP amplifier and pre-amp

Place any VESA-mountable monitor or touchPC on this adjustable plane:
You can choose your own and make it fit flush with the top.
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Top with Lenovo 27” monitor

Top with DELL 2350 monitorILS25V VESA top

 
Here are its many innovations: 

1. deferred choice to insert the choice of monitors, touchPC’s, wood sections
2. wide range adjustable pillar for seated to stand-up use complying with ADA and DDA
3. fits latest and future VESA-mount devices to be future proof
4. 4 feet + 2 cross wheels for maximum stability, and one-hand moving with Easymover
5. removable side tables may be re-defined easily to come in any size up to 72 cm wide
6. seamless integration of document camera (Hovercam SOLO/ULTRA 8MP doc-cam)

 
Sho-Q presenter: on the right what you see as Presenter, on the left what the audience sees. 
See intelligentlecterns.com for latest models, versions and solutions. Download the latest Sho-Q Presenter from the software section.

Your complete audiovisual system integrator:


